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Donations

There is hardly anyone who is not benevolent by
nature. Yet, what most people may reject is being
exploited for being benevolent and charitable. So

many people have been taking
advantage of other people’s mis-
fortunes by embarrassing them
on some occasions knowing that
everyone is after the reward for
doing such virtues. 

Some people have been con-
stantly reading the obituary
pages on local newspapers to
call the deceased’s family, not to
condole, but to urge the
bereaved to donate something
to print Quran copies or reli-
gious books and have it dedicated to the deceased’s soul,
without paying the least attention to these people’s loss
or psychological condition. They only take advantage of

the situation. 
Some of them call pretending to represent some chari-

ties and religious committees. However, in doing so, they
make people hate them because
people wishing to donate for
charity and to serve Islam already
know many other ways to do so,
such as following the Prophet’s
(PBUH) advice to give to ‘the near-
est and dearest,’ to family and
next of kin without being black-
mailed on funerals. 

Well, this criticism cannot be
directed to a certain official but
people must pay attention to
such people who, by racing with

other charities to get donations, are actually scaring peo-
ple off charity because they have been trading in death.

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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Some people have been con-
stantly reading the obituary
pages on local newspapers to
call  the deceased’s family,
not to condole, but to urge
the bereaved to donate
something

Before thinking about laws against terrorism,
there should be laws to confront racism and
discrimination that is being practiced against

sects and groups in jobs, employment, authorities,
promotions, distribution of power, representation,
rights and duties.” - Shafiq Al-Ghabra. There is no
doubt that the Kuwaiti is distinguished from many
others and has creative clearance that is not avail-
able in many societies, with respect to all. If Kuwait
had continued with its renaissance march that began
at the end of the 1960s, it would have been more dis-
tinguished today. 

What gave Kuwait this distinction, without much
exaggeration, is the freedom space that its people
have enjoyed all along its history, particularly at the
start of parliamentary life. Also, there was and still is
variation in culture, sects and religions. Lastly, what
historically distinguished the Kuwaiti was the ability
to make a living without depending on state rev-
enues.

During the experience of the heinous Saddam
invasion that lasted seven suffocating months, the
people’s strength and rejection of the occupation
was clear, and what was surprising was their readi-
ness to sacrifice a lot and fierce resistance of the
occupier, which is something not expected from
those who have got used to a luxurious life. Also, the
rejection of every single Kuwaiti to cooperate with
occupation forces was a historic and rare phenome-
non, and the issue called for more pride when know-
ing that the occupation army, and maybe for the first
time in history, was larger in number than the num-
ber of Kuwaitis who remained under occupation!
Kuwait came out of the occupation experience
stronger and better as far as the population struc-
ture, national cohesiveness and brotherly solidarity
were concerned, but some wrong government poli-
cies and rejection to hold any wrongdoer to account
eradicated all those positives that were lost under a
pile of mistakes, the most dangerous of which was
handing the country to the extreme religious faction
that took us to destruction, or just about! 

Then the catastrophe of the criminal act at Al-
Sadiq Mosque took place that shook the conscious of
every noble Kuwaiti, so the Kuwaiti uniqueness sur-
faced again. But it now seems that we did not learn
from the lesson of Al-Sadiq Mosque, after failing to
learn a thing from the bitter invasion experience. Yes,
Kuwait lost in both criminal events dear lives, but
came out stronger in both cases, and as we wasted
the lessons of the invasion, so we have to at least
learn from the lessons of the Al-Sadiq Mosque’s
crime so that the souls of the martyrs do not go in
vain, we restore Kuwait to where it was in the ‘60s
and ‘70s of the last century, turn tragedy into victory
and restore the smile on the face of the Kuwaiti. This
cannot be done with the policies of appeasement
and attempting to satisfy everyone. The magnitude
of the tragedy requires new mentality, new thinking
and a new government. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times 

Crime
R e p o r t

Brother fights
with harasser

KUWAIT: A citizen did not like what he saw and started
a fight with a man after seeing him harass his sister
inside a mall. The fight needed police interference to
stop it. The harasser was charged with urging indecent
acts and a fight, while the citizen was charged with
instigating a fight. Investigations are underway.

Death threat

A citizen threatened to kill a friend of his over the
phone. As a result, the citizen went to Fahad Al-
Ahmad police station and filed a complaint.
Investigations are underway.

Bloody man found

An Ethiopian expat who had injuries to the head and
body was taken to Jahra intensive care unit after being
found in a blood pool on Subiya road. Meanwhile,
police detained the person who called police, who is
also Ethiopian, for questioning.

Drug arrest

Capital police arrested a citizen in Salhiya for being
under the influence of drugs, and discovered that
the citizen is wanted on a KD 540 debt case.

‘VIP’ insulted 

A ‘very important person’ told Sharq police that he was
insulted by a female media personality on Instagram
and gave them a copy of her insult. The lady is being
summoned for questioning.

Robber and ‘friend of
thieves’ arrested

Police in Abu Halifa arrested a bedoon (stateless)
man who confessed to using sharp objects to rob
citizens and expatriates, adding that the bedoon
sells what he robs to the ‘friend of thieves’ who
owns a mobile phone shop in Mangaf. A security
source said the bedoon confessed to mugging 20
people with the use of force. Detectives went to
the “friend” and found a large number of phones
reported stolen. The ‘friend’ confessed that he
deals with several thieves. Investigations are
underway. - Al-Rai and Al-Anbaa
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Our nation suffers from severe political ‘illiteracy.’
Criticizing a politician, a lawmaker or an active
party does not mean you understand politics.

It would rather be like someone questioning the com-
petence of a hospital’s doctors, which, by no means,
mean that this person knows as much as Hippocrates
did about medicine. 

In Kuwait and Arab countries, in general, when
people talk about politics, they criticize and attack.
Some of them even commit the mistake of making
political analysis and judge this or that minister or law-
maker. They would accuse a government of treason
and negatively criticize a certain political bloc, mainly
driven by blind fanaticism that flourishes with igno-
rance of the simplest political principles. Therefore,
most common Arab men’s superficial opinions accuse
politicians of treason and question their intentions,
their financial integrity or morals. The latest of such
trend is accusing entire regimes or countries, includ-
ing governments, people and rulers, of treason. It is
that simple. A nation can be ripped off religion and
Arabism. 

To explain how deep a wound we have in the Arab
political body, let me mention this experience. Years
ago, I visited a friend and a discussion started about
the Kuwaiti parliament’s performance. Another visitor
started analyzing the parliament saying that it does
not represent the nation and he started accusing indi-
vidual MPs with certain things until I stopped him.
“Can you name the political blocs in parliament and to
which each lawmaker belongs?” I asked. “Of course
not, how would I know? What does this have to do
with what I just said?” he said. 

“Can someone who does not know the difference
between defense, midfield and forward players ana-
lyze a soccer match?” I asked. And he said, “No.” 

“Well, that is exactly what you have been doing.
You know nothing about political blocs and alliances
within the parliament and yet you analyze the parlia-
ment and lawmakers’ performance,” I told him. 

Unfortunately, this is the bitter truth about real life
in the Arab world. This is what we witness daily on
Facebook and Twitter and that is why we have over
400 million politicians in the Arab world! 

— Translated by Kuwait Times 

KUWAIT: The Ahli United Bank team was announced the
champion of the elimination round in the Global
Management Challenge (GMC) National Competition 2015,
organized by ADNAR Group, and secured its spot at the
Semi-Finals. Qualified teams will fiercely challenge for the
“GMC National Team” title which will be honorably privi-
leged by representing the State of Kuwait and raising its
flag in Macau - China International Finals next April of
2016. Ahli United Bank’s team consists of: Abdullah Al-
Lanqawy, Ahmed Ibrahim, Ramy Zakaria and Mustafa
Khokhawala.

The Global Management Challenge is recognized as the
largest program, worldwide, in strategic management. It
focuses on challenging managerial skills and knowledge of
the participating teams who engage in running simulated
companies and follow-up the results and precautions of
their decisions based on virtual data.

This advanced program in its concept and tools is one
of the most high-end approaches in the fields of training
and professional development and includes about 500,000
participants from more than 40 countries.

Naqeeb Hamid Amin, Assistant General Manager
Human Resources at Ahli United Bank, highlighted that the
Bank has always been, and will continue to be, keen on
engaging in such outstanding programs and embracing
and availing promising opportunities for its employees,
driven by its commitment to quality and merit.

Moataz Al-Rafie, the Senior DCEO - Banking Group at
Ahli United Bank also expressed his deep appreciation for
the team’s accomplishment and the Bank’s full support all
the way to the International Finals.

Ahli United Bank wins elimination

round of global management challenge

KUWAIT: As part of INJAZ-Kuwait’s 10th anniver-
sary celebrations, INJAZ-Kuwait launched one of
its campaigns, namely, “Engaging 10 Partner
Companies to Empower Kuwait’s Future Leaders”
student summer campaign where partner com-
panies employees’ children were given the
opportunity to take part in INJAZ-Kuwait’s pro-
gram, Entrepreneurship Master Class (EMC) 

Habchi and Chalhoub, part of the Chalhoub
Group retail company, was announced the win-
ner for signing up the most number of students
to participate in INJAZ’s Entrepreneurship

Master Class (EMC).
The EMC program aims to educate partici-

pating students on self-employment, problem
solving, teamwork, leadership, risk manage-
ment, running businesses while offering them
the chance to meet successful entrepreneurs.
The EMC program held a 6 hour workshop for
almost 100 middle school students highlighting
entrepreneurial business practices as well as
communication strategies within business envi-
ronments.  INJAZ-Kuwait’s CEO, Rana Al-Nibari
praised the number of students who registered

and the participation of the companies involved,
she said “INJAZ’s core values have always
revolved around the concept of youth empow-
erment and developing this core value through
the power of partnership. The success of our
summer campaign, with the participation of
many companies as partners and the number of
students who joined reaffirm INJAZ’s stance in
investing in Kuwait’s future by educating the
country’s youth in entrepreneurial and business
culture.”

Habchi and Chalhoub’s Strategy and

Innovation Manager, Zeina Ramadan, said
“Supporting Injaz and taking part in The
Entrepreneurship Master Class are both in line
with our mission to contribute to Youth
Education in Kuwait. Habchi and Chalhoub, part
of The Chalhoub Group, is keen on developing
this aspect as part of our Social Responsibility
Program but also as a main driver of local
economies. Partnering with a professional and
qualified NGO like INJAZ is definitely the best
way to assure our sustainability and responsible
engagement goals.”

INJAZ-Kuwait launches summer

campaign for partner companies
Habchi, Chalhoub had highest number of students

Moataz Al-Rafie the Senior DCEO - Banking Group at Ahli United Bank with team members Abdullah Al-Lanqawy,
Ahmed Ibrahim, Ramy Zakaria and Mustafa Khokhawala.


